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1. Introduction
Generalized Dark Matter is an extension of CDM which allows a pres-
sure P and a shear Σ different from zero. This model has three free
parameters namely, the equation of state w, sound speed cs and the
viscosity cvis. Choosing these parameter values properly it is possible
to reproduce some known scenarios such as

If (w, c2
s , c2

vis) → (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) we have HDM

If (w, c2
s , c2

vis) → (ω, 1, 0) we have SFDM, (Wayne Hu 1998)

To stay near CDM, then w, c2
s, c2

vis ≪ 1 (B. Thomas et al., 2020)

2. GDM model
Lets consider a perturbated metric in a FRW uni-
verse

ds2 = a2
(

− (1 + 2Ψ)dτ2 − 2∇⃗iζdτdxi

+
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1 + 1
3h

)
γij + Dijv

]
dxidxj

)
(1)

where Dij = ∇⃗i∇⃗j − 1
3 γij∇⃗2, being ∇⃗ the cova-

riant derivative. After perturbating the Einstein
equation as well as the energy density ρ and the
pressure P we can construct the pertubated equa-
tions at first order,

δ̇I = 3H(wIδI −ΠI)−(1+wI)
[
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a
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2 ḣ

]
(2)

aθ̇I = −(1−3c2
a)aHθI + ΠI

1 + wI
− 2

3k2ΣI +Ψ (3)

For ΠI and ΣI there are some closure equatinos

Πg = c2
aδg + 3(1 + wI)(c2

s − c2
a)aHθg (4)

Σ̇g = −3HΣg + 4
1 + wI

c2
vis

(
θg

a
− 1

2 v̇

)
(5)

The first expression corresponds to the perturba-
ted pressure while the second one is related to the
shear dynamics.
It is convenient to define some invariant potentials

Φ̂ ≡ η+H

(
1
2 ν̇ + ζ

)
Ψ̂ ≡ Ψ−1

a
∂τ

[
a

(
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)]
(6)

The free parameter values determine the dyna-
mics of the potentials and therefore the CMB and
Matter Power Spectrum Behavior.

4. Hickson Compact Groups
HCG are believed to be rich in DM and were clas-
sified by Paul Hickson in 1984.

Population N > 4 in a range of 3 times
the magnitud of the most brilliant galaxy.

Isolation θN ≥ 3θG

θG is the smallest circle containing all the
centers
θN is the biggest concentric circle without
containing other galaxies

Compacticidad µ̄G < 26.0
µ̄G is the total magnitude/arcsec2 averaged
over θG

We have created the Mock catalogues construc-
ting the mergers trees for each halo at z = 0. Af-
ter that, we have applied a semi-empirical model
to obtain galaxy information.

3. Cosmological Simulations

z=127, N=2723, L=62.5 Mpc/h, ϵ = 0.05
kpc
GDM I: w=−1 × 10−4, cs = 1 × 10−6,
cvis = 1 × 10−7

GDM II: w=6 × 10−4, cs = 1.92 × 10−6,
cvis = 1.1 × 10−7

5.Comparing simulations against observational data

6. Conclusions
We performed dm-only simulations in CDM and different GDM scenarios where changes in small
structure are observed.

We have constructed Mock Catalogues to get information about galaxies in their respective halos
using the genealogic tree for each halo at z = 0

Using this catalogues a HCG classification has been applied taking into account the original
classification by Paul Hickson.

It is convenient to implement zoom simulations to study the HCG as well as their environment.


